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Helen Reef is a small atoll lying on the southern-most border of

Palau District. Trust Territory of the Pacific.Island~. at aproximately

In
3. N lat. and 1310 E long. It is about 24 km ~ its north-south dimension

and 9 km in its east-west dimension (Hest6r and Jones, 1974) and contains a

smal~ sand island about one ha (hectare) in area situated in the northern

The island consists of coconut trees and other low vege-part of the lagoon.

tation an' is a major roosting area for several species of sea birds and also

serves as a laying site for gravid sea turtles. The barrier reef and lagoon

reefs (patch reefs) harbored} until recently, large populations of Tridacnid

clams (giant clams), several of which aTw highly valued for their meats and

The family Tridacnidae includes 6 species, all of which are limitedshells.

in distribution to the Indo-Pacific faunal region (Rosewater. 1965). The

Iridacna gigas,fOllowing are the Palauan equivalent names for Trida~nids:

orueTj and ~ippopus hippopus. duadeb.

In March, 1972, a group of biologists fro~ the Honolulu Laboratory

of National Marine Fisheries Service were called upon by the Division of

(l
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Marine Resources, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, to conduct a survey

-~~
of Helen Reef an~'&Sses}tanding stocks of Tridacnid clams. They concluded

'- .-
that population levels of Tridacnids were high at the time of their survey

Preceeding that surv~y it had been known that
(Hester and Jones, 1974).

Within the last scveral months, Taiwanesemuscles, turtles. and Trochus_o

For this reason, the Palau Marine ResourcesHelen Reef with alarming frequency.
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r:o:-ldacnid Clam_s

Figure 1 presents a map of Helen Reef showing the localities of

Table 1 presents data calculated from
I

stations made during this survey.

live Tridacnid clam counts according to each station. Standing stock

A

estimates for each clam sp~cies found on Helen"Reef are presented in

and are compared with the 1972 estimates ma?e by Hester and JonesTable 2

(1974).

!urtles
A total of 13 green .turtles (fhelonia rnyda_v and 2 hawksbill~ (E-!:~

Thesemochelysimbricata) were sighted in the \iater during the survey.

counts do not include 5 greens and 1 hawksbill observed tied aboard the

Trust Territory field trip vessel Micronesian Princess which was anchored

in Helen Reef lagoon on April 14.

Trochus

However, Trochus are moreOnly 12 ~~ were counted in the water.

commonly found.outside the reef along the reef margin in Palau proper and

Weather and sea condi-it is assumed the same would be true for Helen reef.

Approximately 100 Trochus (incl~dingtions prevented survey outside the reef.

the meat) were observed in the reefer aboard one of the two Taiwanese fis~ing

vessels which are presently grounded on the northeastern barrier reef nea~

Helen Island

Other Conditions

The authors considered general reef conditions to be relatively noTffial..
except for the conspicuous presence ~f thousands of empty Tridacnid clam

shells.
There was no evidence of dynamiting and reef

feeding scars were obserled.









RECor.~IE i)ATIONS

Helen Reef should be resurveyed in 1 or 2 years employing the same1.
methods as were used in this survey. If possible, the same transect

locations should be SlJrveyed to provide more precise information on

~he status of Tridacnid population levels.

I~~

Enforce government field ~rip ship orders concerning the removal of~.
wildlife from Helen Reef during field trip ship visits

:~~

There is a possibility that the National Aeronautics and Space3.

~~~

Administration Earth Resources Technology Satellite program CuRTS) or

Earth Resources Observation Satellite program (EROS) could be used to))',,;i..,,""~"t"',
.-t,r;, sense foreign fishing vessels poaching on Helen Reef. Further inquiries

?i,
J~r;~.:

into the feasibility of this. concept could be made

Helen Reef could be established as a preservation and conservation4.

:l1~
""~:'"I, area and could be opened up as an international scientific study area

Participating nations would form a club and Palau would act as the host

country. Members could sponsor(and finance a research/patrol vessel wjth

onboard laboratories and speeds capable of reaching Helen Reef from Palau

The boat could be crewed byin a day and a half to apprehend poachers.

participating countries including Palau and could be used for scientific

This would bring increased revenue to Palau,expeditions to Helen Reef.

enlighten relations with participating countries, bring increased

knowledge to the district by participating in the scientific programs,

and allow for the preservation of Helen Reef.
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